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The Purpose of this Guide is to help those responsible with 
complying with Surveillance Ordinance reporting requirements

• This guide will assist those responsible for meeting their Department’s surveillance reporting 
requirements, as required by the Surveillance-Technology and Community-Safety Ordinance, 
Division A40 (“Ordinance”).

• The goals of this guide are to help County staff with surveillance reporting requirements or 
questions:

• Understand the basics of the Ordinance and which type of technologies trigger reporting 
requirements (and those that are exempted).

• Understand the approval and compliance process, including how to draft and vet Surveillance 
Use Policies (SUP or Use Policy); how to draft and vet Anticipated Surveillance Impact Reports 
(ASIR); and how to prepare surveillance reporting documents, for Board consideration.  
Ongoing Annual Surveillance Reports (ASR) responsibilities will also be covered.

• Questions?
• Reach out to the Santa Clara County Privacy Office at: PrivacyOffice@ceo.sccgov.org
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Overview
• Introduction to the Surveillance Ordinance
• Surveillance Technology Submission and 

Review Process
• Appendices (Detailed Document Drafting 

Guide)
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Introduction to the Surveillance-Technology and 
Community-Safety Ordinance

Background & Purpose, Definition, and Basic Requirements
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Ordinance background showing Board support and purpose
• The Board of Supervisors (the “Board” or “BOS”) unanimously approved the Ordinance, 

Division A40 in the County Ordinance Code, which became effective in July 2016 
(https://library.municode.com/ca/santa_clara_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=TITA
GEAD_DIVA40SUECCOAF).

• The purposes of the Ordinance are to increase transparency by informing the public about the 
County’s use of surveillance technologies and to help ensure that the benefits of using such 
technologies outweigh its costs (e.g., financial, societal, privacy, and civil liberties).

• More information about the Ordinance and related documentation (including Board-approved 
Surveillance Use Policies (SUP)) can be found at: https://countyexec.sccgov.org/surveillance-
technology-and-community-safety-ordinance

• FYI: Reviewing previously approved SUPs may assist Departments in drafting their own.  Preferably 
look for SUPs of technologies that may be similar to the one you are requesting, if available.  The 
Privacy Office and County Counsel may assist you in identifying potential options to consider.
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Definition of “Surveillance Technology” and exclusions
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“Surveillance Technology” definition in the Ordinance:
“Any electronic device, system using an electronic device, or similar technological tool used, designed, or primarily 

intended to collect, retain, process, or share audio, electronic, visual, location, thermal, olfactory or similar 
information specifically associated with, or capable of being associated with, any individual or group.”

Examples of surveillance technologies included (in scope) and excluded (out of scope) from the Ordinance:

Note: If unsure about whether a certain technology, device, or equipment is considered a surveillance 
technology, as defined / covered by the Ordinance, then please contact the County’s Privacy Office and the 
Office of the County Counsel.  Contacts and their email addresses are listed at the end of the presentation.

Included Excluded
Automated license plate readers Desk phones and voice message equipment

Cell-site simulators Fax machines
Closed-circuit cameras / televisions Video conferencing equipment
Biometrics-identification technology County Department data repositories

Facial recognition technology Word processing software
Global Positioning System (GPS) technology Publicly available databases

International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) tracking Machines to process financial transactions (credit, debit, ACH)

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology Medical equipment used to diagnose / treat / prevent disease or injury

Drones with cameras or monitoring capabilities
Body worn cameras and dashboard cameras



Basic requirements to request Board consideration to use 
Surveillance Technology
• If a technology triggers the Ordinance (FYI: Those triggers to be discussed in this guide.), a Department must typically 

create, vet, and submit to the Board for consideration the following documents before purchase and use of that technology:
1. Surveillance Use Policy,
2. Anticipated Surveillance Impact Report,
3. Vendor Contract (if applicable), and
4. Legislative File (LF).

• A Legislative File is the vehicle where the official Board request will be made as a Board meeting agenda item and where 
required documentation will be included as attachments.  FYI: MinuteTraq is the County’s system used to draft and submit 
Legislative Files and supporting documentation for the Board (and Board Committee) meetings.

• Departments must follow surveillance reporting requirements even if a Department is invited to accept a gift or a grant to 
receive surveillance technology.

• Departments must submit a Legislative File, SUP (if there is not already an approved SUP for the technology), and ASIR even 
if they plan to acquire a technology without a Board contract (e.g., purchasing a digital voice recorder through a County 
approved vendor/SHI/donation). 

• Certain exemptions from Board approval may apply for surveillance technologies used for investigatory or prosecutorial 
functions by the Sheriff's Office or District Attorney’s Office (DAO); however, surveillance documentation and reporting must
still be provided to and received by the Board in those instances.
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Departments will have ongoing annual reporting requirements
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After initial compliance requirements are met (Board received/approved SUP, ASIR, and contract), 
the Department has an ongoing obligation to submit to the Board, on an annual basis*, an 
"Annual Surveillance Report.“  These reports are brief, but they must include the following 
information: 

1. Whether and how often data acquired through the use of the surveillance technology was shared 
with outside entities, the name of any recipient entity, the type(s) of data disclosed, under what legal 
standard(s) the information was disclosed, and the justification for the disclosure;

2. A summary of community complaints or concerns about the surveillance technology;
3. The results of any non-privileged internal audits, any information about violations of the 

Surveillance Use Policy, and any actions taken in response;
4. Whether the surveillance technology has been effective at achieving its identified purpose;
5. Statistics and information about public records act requests;
6. Total annual costs for the surveillance technology, including personnel and other ongoing costs, and 

what source of funding will fund the technology in the coming year.

* As of this writing, Departments must submit Annual Surveillance Reports on or before November 1 (Sec 
A40-6(a)).  The Board uses the ASR to conduct a cost-benefit analysis on the technology.  The Board must 
hold a public meeting with the ASRs agendized on the non-consent calendar by the second week of January.



Surveillance Technology Submission and Review 
Process

Ordinance Triggers, Summary of Documents for Submission, Board 
Review & Approval
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Surveillance 
Technology: 

(Submission and 
Review Process)
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• Part 1: Is the Ordinance Triggered?
• Part 2: Summary of Documents to be 

submitted for Acquisition of 
Surveillance Technology to the Board

• Part 3: Board Review & Approval



Once the Ordinance is triggered, the process for drafting Department Use 
Policies for technologies includes privacy, legal, and labor relations input before 
Board submission.  The slides that follow will include details on this process.
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1. Department: Drafts surveillance reporting documentation (i.e., SUP, 
ASIR, contract where necessary, LF) and email to Privacy Office. 

2. Privacy Office: Vets SUP providing suggested privacy edits and 
comments.  Departments may need to make additional updates 
depending on comments and questions that they must respond to 
for vetting.  Reviews ASIR and may provided suggested edits.  Can 
review contract for consistency with other documentation.

3. County Counsel: Reviews and signs SUP, providing suggested form 
and legality edits that the Department must respond to proceed.  
May review the ASIR and review (not draft) any contract for 
consistency (FYI: The Department and their County Counsel 
representative are responsible for the drafting of any contracts.).

4. Labor Relations: Provide unions with notice and the opportunity to 
meet and confer specifically over the SUP, and, when requested, meet 
and confer with requesting union(s).

5. Administration and Counsel: Coordinates posting SUPs online.  It is 
required that SUPs must be posted for public review online prior to 
the Board meeting.  May assist with legislative file text for submission 
when necessary (but Department is responsible for drafting LFs).

6. Board: Determines whether the benefits of a surveillance technology 
outweigh the costs.  Approves / denies or receives a request.

Board
6. Approves 
/ denies or 
receives a 
request

Overview of Process and Roles in the Submission Process

Department
1. Drafts 

surveillance docs

6. Submits Leg 
file 

Privacy 
Office

2. Vets SUP 
and reviews 
other docs

County 
Counsel

3. Reviews SUP 
for form and 
legality and 

reviews other 
docs

Labor 
Relations
4. Union 

Notification / 
Meet & Confer 
on SUP (when 

applicable)

Admin & 
Counsel

5. 
Coordinates 
posting SUPs 

online



Part 1: Is the Ordinance Triggered? 
• The first step to comply with the Ordinance is identifying when the Ordinance is triggered. Generally 

speaking, the Ordinance is triggered when a Department is:

1) Seeking funds for surveillance technology, including, but not limited to, requesting the Board to approve 
funding, applying for a grant, accepting state or federal funds, or in-kind or other donations; 

2) Acquiring new surveillance technology, including, but not limited to, procuring that technology without the 
exchange of monies or other consideration; 

3) Using surveillance technology for a purpose, in a manner, or in a location not previously approved by the 
Board; or 

4) Entering into an agreement with a non-County entity for the County to acquire, share, or otherwise use 
surveillance technology or the information it provides. 

• If the Ordinance will be triggered, Departments must complete the steps in the following slides before
acquiring surveillance technology.

• Who to contact: If unsure whether a particular technology or its use would trigger the Ordinance, then 
contact the Privacy Office and Office of the County Counsel with questions along with the purpose and 
details of the technology; and then they will make the determination and respond.
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Board of 
Supervisors 

(Approved / 
Denied or 
Received)

1. Surveillance 
Use Policy

2. Anticipated 
Surveillance 

Impact Report

3. Draft 
Vendor 

Contract

4. Legislative 
File
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Part 2: Summary of Documents to be Submitted for Acquisition 
of Surveillance Technology (1 of 2)

Vetted by Privacy 
Office, County Counsel, 
and Union Meet/Confer 

Documents to be Submitted to 
the Board of Supervisors

• If a technology triggers the 
Ordinance, a Department must 
create and submit to the Board 
to receive/approve the following 
documents before acquisition 
and use of that technology:
1. Proposed Surveillance Use 

Policy,
2. Anticipated Surveillance 

Impact Report,
3. Vendor Contract (if 

applicable), and
4. Legislative File.

• For detailed guidance on drafting these documents, please see 
the Appendix Section 

Reviewed by 
Procurement and 
County Counsel 

Reviewed by 
Privacy Office and 

County Counsel 



Part 2: Summary of Documents to be Submitted: General 
Guidance and Tips (2 of 2)
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The Privacy Office and 
County Counsel may:

 If requested by the Department, 
provide sample documentation 
from previous submissions of 
technologies that may be similar 
to the Department’s request, 
where available.

 Provide advice and answer 
questions about whether a 
technology triggers the 
Surveillance Ordinance or not.

 Provide recommended edits and 
comments to required documents 
to assist with the vetting process.

 Will NOT draft any surveillance 
reporting documentation, as these 
tasks are incumbent upon the 
Department to draft and submit.

• If it is determined that the technology is “surveillance technology” covered 
by the Ordinance and the Department is seeking funds or acquiring the 
technology, then the Department shall draft a Surveillance Use Policy. 

• Note on upgrades: Major upgrades to existing technology could meet these 
triggers.  For clarification on whether an upgrade or other change warrants 
the drafting or revision of a new / updated Surveillance Use Policy, please 
contact the Privacy Office for clarification.

• Proposed Surveillance Use Policies must first be submitted to the Chief 
Privacy Officer or designee.

• Once privacy vetting is complete, a designated County Counsel attorney 
will review for form and legality.  County Counsel will also send a CCO-
approved copy to the Department and, for meet and confer purposes, to 
Labor Relations.

• When submitting the SUP for approval:
• We encourage Departments to also draft and include the Anticipated 

Surveillance Impact Report to the Privacy Office.
• Provide any details about the status of the project within the procurement 

process (e.g., selection of vendors, draft contract has been created).  Any 
contracts must also be submitted to the Board when requesting approval.

• Provide a point of contact for follow-up questions to the Privacy Office.



Part 3: Board Review/Approval Process - Expectations on the 
Day of the Board meeting (1 of 2)
• The Ordinance requires that all surveillance technology requests must be considered by the Board 

of Supervisors on the regular, non-consent calendar.
• FYI: It is possible that the Board may postpone their review of a Department’s surveillance 

technology request.  However, the Board may not place the applicable agenda item on 
consent, since the Surveillance Ordinance prohibits this action.

• The Department must have a representative present at the Board meeting where the surveillance 
technology request is being considered.  That representative should have the ability to speak to 
the technology, its use, and the material in the documentation submitted for Board review.  The 
Board may or may not choose to ask questions to the Department representative about the 
technology and any other concerns, clarifications, or points to consider.

• The Administration, Privacy Office, and County Counsel will have representatives attend the Board 
meeting as well to answer any questions that the Board may have of them and their respective 
areas of responsibility.
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Part 3: Board Review/Approval Process - Expectations on the 
Day of the Board meeting (2 of 2)
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• The Board will consider whether the benefits of the surveillance technology outweigh its costs and vote 
accordingly to approve or deny the request.

• In the case of the Sheriff’s Office or District Attorney’s Office, the Board will receive the report.  However, a 
Department representative must still attend the Board meeting.

• Should the surveillance technology request be approved or received by the Board, the Department may 
then proceed with the acquisition and use of the technology.  The Department must also be sure that any 
users (e.g., staff, leadership) of that technology and any third parties understand their responsibilities and 
obligations, to include those listed in the SUP.

• The Board may ask the Department to reconsider, for example, additional limitations of use or other 
points, and then resubmit the request to the Board again.

• FYI: Considering the experience of the Privacy Office and County Counsel regarding surveillance matters, we will 
work to identify and inform Departments of any potential issues upfront where feasible to make sure privacy, 
legal, and Board considerations are taken into consideration.  On those occasions where a Department will have 
to resubmit their request, we will work collaboratively with the Department to help address Board concerns.

• If the Board denies the request, the Department may not acquire or use the surveillance technology.



• Surveillance reporting requirements impact the contract workflow and timing!

• If a contract (or contract amendment) involves surveillance technology, Board consideration and review/approval will be 
needed at an agendized Board meeting (even if the contract/amendment can be executed by delegated authority).

• FYI: In accordance with the Surveillance Ordinance, surveillance technology requests cannot be placed on the 
Board’s consent calendar.

• Additional time needs to be factored into the contract/amendment workflow to:
(1) Prepare the SUP (if there is not already an approved Policy that will cover the technology) and have it vetted / 
reviewed and edited by the Privacy Office and County Counsel, as well as presented to Unions for Meet/Confer, 
(2) Prepare the ASIR for review by the Privacy Office, 
(3) Prepare the Legislative File, and 
(4) Submit all that documentation to the Board for public consideration on the agenda at a noticed Board meeting.

• The Board may hold the item to a future meeting, at their discretion, to allow for more consideration/follow-up.

• The Department that will be using/managing the technology is responsible for preparing the SUP, ASIR, and LF and 
needs to keep in mind the timing needed for these additional steps, particularly for contracts that need to be executed 
before fiscal year-end or another deadline.
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Timing is Key in the Document Submission Process

• Note: Regarding SUPs, before you submit a new or revised Surveillance Use Policy to the Board, be sure enough time 
is allotted for the Privacy Office to vet it and County Counsel to approve it as to form and legality, and after it is signed
by Counsel, for it to be sent to Labor Relations to share with the unions. 



Reminder: Annual Surveillance Technology Reporting is an 
Ongoing Requirement and Departments have Obligations
After the Surveillance Technology is approved/received by the Board, Departments have an ongoing annual reporting 
requirement.

"Annual Surveillance Report" means a written report concerning specific surveillance technology that 
includes all of the following:

1. A description of how the surveillance technology was used, including whether it captured images, sound, or 
information regarding members of the public who are not suspected of engaging in unlawful conduct;

2. Whether and how often data acquired through the use of the surveillance technology was shared with outside 
entities, the name of any recipient entity, the type(s) of data disclosed, under what legal standard(s) the information 
was disclosed, and the justification for the disclosure;

3. A summary of community complaints or concerns about the surveillance technology;
4. The results of any non-privileged internal audits, any information about violations of the Surveillance Use Policy, and 

any actions taken in response;
5. Whether the surveillance technology has been effective at achieving its identified purpose;
6. Statistics and information about public records act requests;
7. Total annual costs for the surveillance technology, including personnel and other ongoing costs, and what source of 

funding will fund the technology in the coming year. 
• As stated, Departments must provide their Annual Surveillance Reports for each approved surveillance technology to 

County Counsel by November 1 every year.  It is preferably to submit ASRs early in case additional edits are necessary.  
The Board will review all ASRs by the second week of January as agendized on the non-consent calendar. 18



Appendices – Detailed Guidance and Document Drafting
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The appendices cover detailed guidance, considerations, and text 
for drafting the following surveillance reporting documents:

• Appendix A: Surveillance Use Policies
• Appendix B: Anticipated Surveillance Impact Reports
• Appendix C: Board Contracts
• Appendix D: Legislative Files
• Appendix E: Annual Surveillance Reports



Detailed guidance, considerations, and text for Departments 
drafting surveillance reporting documents
• As stated in the main presentation, the Surveillance Ordinance requires Departments to create and 

submit to the Board proposed Surveillance Use Policies (“SUP” or “Policy”), Anticipated Surveillance 
Impact Reports (“ASIR”), and a contract for Board approval (where necessary), and contract (as 
applicable).  A Legislative File (LF) is the vehicle where the official Board request will be made as a 
Board meeting agenda item and where required supporting documentation will be included as 
attachments.

• Additionally, extra material has been provided to offer Departments with guidance on Annual 
Surveillance Reports (ASR), which are an ongoing yearly requirement that Departments must follow.

• The following appendices will cover detailed guidance, considerations, and text for Departments 
that are responsible for drafting surveillance reporting documentation, to include:

• Appendix A: Surveillance Use Policies
• Appendix B: Anticipated Surveillance Impact Reports
• Appendix C: Board Contracts
• Appendix D: Legislative Files
• Appendix E: Annual Surveillance Reports
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Appendix A: Surveillance Use Policies

Detailed Guidance, Considerations, and Text

21



Surveillance Use Policy: Definition and 10 Required Sections 
• ''Surveillance Use Policy" means a publicly released policy for use of the surveillance 

technology, vetted through the Chief Privacy Officer, or his/her designees, and reviewed for 
form and legality by County Counsel’s representative or his/her designees.  Then they shall be 
submitted to the Board at a properly noticed public meeting on the regular, non-consent 
calendar for consideration and approved / denied or received.

• The SUP includes the following 10 required sections that must be completed by the requesting 
Department.  The following material in this appendix will provide specific guidance and tips for 
each section of the SUP. (SUPs are typically 3-4 pages.)
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1.  Purpose 6.  Data Retention
2.  Authorized and Prohibited Uses 7.  Public Access 
3.  Data Collection 8.  Third-Party Data-Sharing

4.  Data Access  9.  Training

5.  Data Protection 10.  Oversight



Surveillance Use Policy: General Drafting Guidance and Tips
• Do NOT change the formatting of the Surveillance Use Policy template.

Each SUP is structured in a consistent template format to provide a consistent structure and presentation to the Board 
and public.  This template will be the same for all Departments.

• When establishing requirements in the SUP, the relevant verb in almost all circumstances should be the policy-oriented 
command verb “shall” or “shall not,” not the descriptive verbs “will,” “may”, “will not,” or “may not.”

• Avoid ambiguous words, such as “generally” and “probably.”

• Where possible, provide titles of any written internal policies or guidelines for each technology where such 
documentation exists (e.g., retention policies and schedules).

• Avoid listing “suspicious” activity as an authorized use of technology, since that term is open to interpretation.  Terms 
such as “reporting of behavior or activity that reasonably appears to be unauthorized or illegal” may be used where 
applicable.

• Departments submit the SUP to the Privacy Office and County Counsel for review.  If the Department is considering the 
use of similar models or upgrades for future use, then inform the Privacy Office and County Counsel

• The following material in this appendix will provide specific guidance and tips for each section of the SUP.

• Note: If the technology is already covered by an existing Departmental or Countywide SUP, the Department may not 
need approval of a new SUP.  In these special cases, please contact the Privacy Office and Office of the County Counsel 
with questions on whether a technology is covered by an existing SUP. 
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Surveillance Use Policy: Detailed Guidance on Section 1 – Purpose

1. Purpose: The specific purpose(s) for the surveillance technology.
A. Describe and provide details about what the technology does in the “Purpose” section, not just what it is used for.  

Include background, for instance, whether the surveillance technology is an app that runs on a mobile device or a 
hardware attachment, etc.  State whether the technology will be deployed at fixed locations or portable.  If fixed, 
state the locations where it will be deployed.

B. Provide the full make and model of the technology in question.
i. If those details are not known, because, for example, a model has not been chosen or vendor selection has not 

been finalized, then write in as much as possible about the general type of technology in common makes and 
models being considered.

ii. If a concern exists about relaying make and model details that could be used by an adversary to determine and 
exploit specific vulnerabilities, be sure to be prepared to explain those reasons to the Board should they ask.

C. Specify that a surveillance technology “shall only be used [list specific purpose(s)]” for a specific purpose; or if 
multiple purposes are planned, list each purpose separately.

D. The following text is commonly included in SUPs.  Be sure these points are in fact going to occur in practice as well:
i. Surveillance technology shall not be used in areas where a reasonable expectation of privacy exists, including 

restrooms, lactation areas, attorney-client privileged communication rooms or facilities as authorized, closed 
sessions, private workspaces, and other areas designated as private in collective bargaining agreements. 

ii. Surveillance technology shall not be used to harass, intimidate, or discriminate against any individual or group. 
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Surveillance Use Policy: Detailed Guidance on Section 2 –
Authorized and Prohibited Uses (1/2)  

2. Authorized and Prohibited Uses: The uses that are authorized, the rules and processes 
required before that use, and the uses that are prohibited.
A. Discuss the types of investigations or law enforcement inquiries or instances when surveillance data 

will be made available.
B. Explain whether a warrant is required for the use of the technology in question.
C. Explicitly prohibit personal use and uses not related to work duties.  For example, “The system shall 

not be used for personal, non-official purposes.”
D. Text should include that technology shall not be used to harass, intimidate, or discriminate against 

any individual or group. For example, “The system shall be used in a legal manner and shall not be 
used to harass, intimidate, or discriminate against any individual or group.”

E. Do not use language such as “shall include, but not limited to, the following,” as it leaves too many 
avenues open.

F. Text should include that surveillance technology shall not be used to inappropriately designate or 
profile an individual or group as suspicious, and shall not be used to harass, intimidate, or 
discriminate against any individual or group.  
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Surveillance Use Policy: Detailed Guidance on Section 2 –
Authorized and Prohibited Uses (2/2) 

A. Where authorization or consent is relevant to the technology, recordings shall only be conducted 
with authorization from a warrant or with the knowledge of and written or verbal consent from the 
individual, group, or authorized representative and for a stated purpose(s).
i. If consent for authorized use is required, indicate how you are informing individuals and 

tracking consent.
ii. Where applicable for certain surveillance technologies, recordings shall only be conducted 

with the authorization defined in a court order or with the knowledge of and written or verbal 
consent from the individual, group, or authorized representative and for a stated 
purpose(s). Where it is not feasible to gather such consent or where law or policy allows for or 
requires recording (e.g., public hearing, awards ceremony), then reasonable measures shall be 
taken to inform individuals or groups in advance that they shall be recorded. 

B. For security cameras or other video tracking / monitoring: State that easily observable signs shall be 
posted to inform individuals, who are within a field of surveillance, that they are being surveilled 
(e.g., with building security video camera surveillance).  Signs shall be located in all areas where 
surveillance will take place and should be posted prior to activating and using the system.
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Surveillance Use Policy: Detailed Guidance on Section 3 – Data 
Collection  

3. Data Collection: The information that can be collected by the surveillance technology.
A. Identify and state the data/information that may be collected by the surveillance technology.  List 

the sensitive / personal information data elements, such as name, individual faces, identifying 
numbers that will be collected.

B. Keep in mind the data minimization principle and, when applicable, only collect the minimum 
amount of data necessary to perform the business function and no more.  State those details in this 
section.

C. Where possible, illustrate how data minimization is being applied.
D. Examples include:

I. Angle and location of cameras limited to necessary field of view
II. Length of audio and video recordings limited to necessary content
III. Monitors are out of view of the public or other unauthorized users
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Surveillance Use Policy: Detailed Guidance on Section 4 – Data 
Access

4. Data Access: The individuals who can access or use the collected information, and the rules and 
processes required before access or use of the information.

A. Be specific about who has data access, and specify whether all personnel have access or only a subset (i.e., show 
access controls and separation of duties). Do not use terms such as “staff” generally or without specification.

B. Explicitly identify who has the authority to grant access to others (e.g., list specific roles such as Department 
Head, Director of [organization]) and any rules or processes required before access or use of the data is allowed.  

C. If such an identified authority figure shall have the ability to assign and grant designees with the ability to 
operate in their capacity, asserting the same rights provided to that authority, then it should be stated that such 
designations shall be in writing (e.g., via email) and, preferably, shall be for a limited number of people to 
support the business purpose.     

D. Specifically define who will be authorized to review surveillance data.  Do not use terms such as “management” 
or “staff members” without any additional specificity. 

E. Limit access to the roles that have a business need.

F. When a requester makes a request to authority figures, or their written designees, to access or use surveillance 
data, be sure to state that such access or use shall be for a limited timeframe and for only the minimal amount 
of access or use necessary to complete their job duties and no more.  For instance, where applicable, access or 
use shall only be provided for specific assigned cases/files/footage/data to support an authorized request and 
no more.
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Surveillance Use Policy: Detailed Guidance on Section 5 – Data 
Protection  

5. Data Protection: The safeguards that protect information from unauthorized access, 
including, but not limited to, encryption, access-control (e.g., user ID / password log in), and 
access oversight mechanisms.
A. Consider requiring and stating, when applicable, that “The data shall be securely maintained,” and 

then listing any other types of security and privacy measures to be used (e.g., required User ID / 
Password log in, encryption at rest and in transit, etc.).

B. At a high level, explain what are the administrative, technical, and physical controls that have been 
implemented to protect the data collected:
i. It is not necessary to list specific data protection controls as would typically be provided in a 

detailed assessment.
ii. Indicate what other policies or procedures are being applied to the surveillance technology 

(e.g., data classification, security awareness training, incident response policies).
iii. Indicate what specific technical measures are being take to secure the data.
iv. Indicate what physical controls are in place (e.g., badge access, network segmentation, 

automatic door locks, anti-theft mechanisms, user activity monitoring).
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Surveillance Use Policy: Detailed Guidance on Section 6 – Data 
Retention (1/2)  

6. Data Retention: The time period for which information collected by the surveillance 
technology will be retained, the reason that retention period is appropriate to further the 
purpose(s), the process by which the information is regularly deleted after that period 
lapses, and the conditions that must be met to retain information beyond that period.

A. Specify the period of time for which data will be retained. If certain conditions exist 
when data must be retained longer than the maximum, specify the conditions and/or 
approval process for doing so.

B. Specify the rationale for the maximum retention period. For example, “The reason to 
retain data for up to 100 days is for security-review/assessments or investigative 
purposes.”

C. Do NOT reference other Surveillance Use Policies when specifying data retention 
periods.

D. If varying statutory retention requirements apply, indicate “no longer than [ X days / 
months / years] in the absence of a statutory requirement of a longer term.”
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Surveillance Use Policy: Detailed Guidance on Section 6 – Data 
Retention (2/2)  

E. Specific (preferable): Data shall be maintained for minimum period of [X days / months / 
years] and a maximum of [X days / months / years], unless required by law to be 
retained longer or in support of a specific criminal, civil, or administrative investigation 
or action.

F. Generic: Data shall be retained for no more than two years in accordance with Board 
Policy 3.57: “Santa Clara County Record Retention and Destruction Schedule,” unless it is 
subject to a California Public Records Act (CPRA) request, an ongoing investigation, or a 
litigation hold.  Unless otherwise approved by the Board of Supervisors,  a retention 
period shorter than two years, as approved in a Departmental retention policy, shall be 
authorized so long as the retention period does not conflict with law or Board policy. 

G. Additionally, keep in mind that data should only be retained for the minimum amount of 
time to meet legal compliance requirements or to serve a specific business purpose and 
no longer.  Unnecessarily lengthy retention periods may be questioned.
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Surveillance Use Policy: Detailed Guidance on Section 7 – Public 
Access  

7. Public Access: If and how collected information can be accessed by members of the public 
(e.g., through California Public Records Act (CPRA) request).

A. If it is reasonably determinable whether the data is public or may be subject to 
disclosure under the California Public Records Act (CPRA), or is exempt from disclosure, 
provide that detail.

B. Typical text may state, “If a California Public Records Act (CPRA) request, subpoena, or 
court order is issued for surveillance data, the data shall be made public or deemed 
exempt from public disclosure pursuant to state or federal law.  The Department shall 
consult with the Office of the County Counsel to help ensure legal compliance.”
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Surveillance Use Policy: Detailed Guidance on Section 8 – Third-
Party Data-Sharing  

8. Third-Party Data-Sharing: If and how other County or non-County entities can access or use 
the collected information, including any required justification and legal standard necessary to 
do so, and any obligation(s) imposed on the recipient of the information.

A. If an established process or written procedure is required to be followed before data will be 
shared with third parties, identify the process or written procedures that shall be followed.

B. If obligations shall be imposed on the recipient of the information, identify them.
C. Specify third party agencies or designees who will be granted access or receive data and 

the purpose for such access and/or data sharing.
D. Data sharing requests from any federal or other non-County law enforcement entities shall 

be reviewed by County Counsel who will determine whether a request shall be granted or 
denied.

E. It is recommended to not allow third-party data sharing unless it support a business 
purpose for the County.

FYI: Departments can always reach out to the Privacy Office and County Counsel if they would like 
guidance on third-party data requests. 33



Surveillance Use Policy: Detailed Guidance on Section 9 –
Training and Section 10 – Oversight  

9. Training: The training necessary for any individual(s) authorized to use the surveillance technology, 
access collected information, and explaining their obligations and responsibilities, including whether 
there are training materials.
A. Indicate whether training to use the technology and to access information collected by it has been 

provided and include a statement as to whether there are training materials.
B. If users will receive training on or a copy of the Surveillance Use Policy, state that as well.

10. Oversight: The mechanisms to help ensure that the Surveillance Use Policy is followed, including, but 
not limited to, identifying personnel assigned to ensure compliance with the policy, internal 
recordkeeping of the use of the technology or access to information collected by the technology, 
technical measures to monitor for misuse, any independent person or entity with oversight authority, 
and the sanctions for violations of the policy.
A. Do not simply state that data is captured, for instance, for the purposes of an audit.  Lay out who will 

conduct those audits and how frequently and if that audit data would be made available to an oversight 
body.

B. Identify personnel that shall be assigned to ensure compliance with the SUP, any internal recordkeeping 
that shall be required regarding the use of the technology or access to it, and any measures that shall be 
used to monitor for misuse.

C. State any potential disciplinary that may be rendered if an oversight review or monitoring for misuse 
identifies an infraction or violation of policy. 34



Appendix B: Anticipated Surveillance Impact Reports

Detailed Guidance, Considerations, and Text
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ASIR: Definition and 5 Required Sections 
"Anticipated Surveillance Impact Report" (ASIR) means a publicly released 
written report describing, among other topics, potential impacts on civil liberties 
and privacy. (ASIRs are typically 2 pages.)

An ASIR must include the following 5 sections:
1. Information describing the surveillance technology and how it works;
2. Information on the proposed purpose(s) for the surveillance technology;
3. The location(s) it may be deployed;
4. The potential impact(s) on civil liberties and privacy, and a description of 

whether there is a plan to address the impact(s); and
5. The fiscal costs for the surveillance technology, including initial 

purchase, personnel and other ongoing costs, and any current or 
potential sources of funding. 
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ASIR: General Drafting Guidance and Tips 
General ASIR Drafting Guidance and Tips

• The ASIR must be consistent in all respects of the accompanying Surveillance Use Policy. 
• Particular areas to pay attention to include the make/model of the technology (if 

provided), data retention periods, and locations where the technology will be 
deployed.

• Organize the ASIR by the sections listed in the Ordinance (as noted in this guidance).
• Do not change any formatting in the ASIR template.

Anticipated Surveillance Impact Reports are Required for Both New and Pre-
Existing Technology.

• ASIRs are required for the acquisition and operation of surveillance technology.
• This requirement applies to technology that is already in use in the County and will be 

triggered when the Department seeks approval from the Board to extend the contract or 
purchase additional technology.
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ASIR: Detailed Guidance on Sections 1-3 – Describing Surveillance 
Technology, Purpose, and Location
1. Information describing the surveillance technology and how it works: 

• Use this section to provide a general background of the surveillance technology, including the type of 
technology and its capabilities, as well as who will be subject to surveillance. 

• Sample text can include:
• The [Department name] is seeking to use a security camera system at [address of facility].  The 

system will be a closed loop system such that it will not be hooked up to the County server and 
network. The system will be supported by a Milestone Network Video Recorder (NVR) and a built-
in matrix switch.  Recording will be 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, utilizing high quality video.  The 
cameras can be viewed in “real time” such that a staff member can observe the cameras.

• The cameras will monitor individuals who enter and exit the facility.

2. Information on the proposed purpose(s) for the surveillance technology:
• For this section, much of the text in sections 1 and 2 of the Surveillance Use Policy can be copied over. 

3. The location(s) it may be deployed: 
• List the desired locations for the surveillance technology. 
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ASIR: Detailed Guidance on Section 4 (1 of 2) – Potential Impacts on Civil 
Liberties and Privacy
4. The potential impact(s) to civil liberties: Describing the potential impacts on civil liberties 

and privacy can be a complex undertaking that might be a new exercise for Departments.
• “Civil liberties” are basic rights and freedoms that are guaranteed – either explicitly identified in the Bill 

of Rights and the Constitution, or interpreted or inferred through the years by legislatures or the 
courts.

• Civil liberties include:
• The right to free speech
• The right to remain silent in a police interrogation
• The right to be free from unreasonable searches

• Surveillance can impact civil liberties in a variety of ways. For example:
• Surveillance cameras can discourage the public from assembling for a peaceful demonstration
• GPS tracking can reveal patterns of behavior that individuals may want to keep private
• Marginalized communities may be disproportionately represented in databases containing 

personal information, potentially leading to unfair outcomes
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ASIR: Detailed Guidance on Section 4 (2 of 2) – Potential 
Impacts on Civil Liberties and Privacy

40

• Try to avoid conclusory statements that the technology will have no potential impact on civil 
liberties and privacy.  

• Consider that most surveillance technologies do have the potential to have at least some impacts 
on civil liberties and privacy and should be recognized, even in cases where those impacts may be 
minimal or unlikely. 

• Even in circumstances where the surveillance technology in question could have significant 
potential impacts, that is not necessarily a barrier to using the technology at the County.  The ASIR 
should explain the purpose of the technology and how those impacts will be mitigated, and how 
the community benefits outweigh the costs.

• Sample text can include:
• [Type of surveillance technology] can impact civil liberties and privacy depending on its use.
• The implementation of [type of surveillance technology] will not pose a significant risk to civil 

liberties and privacy. 
• To establish appropriate privacy expectations, [explain measures undertaken, e.g., obtaining 

informed consent, use of signage, privacy protection measures, etc.]
• Refer to the Surveillance Use Policy for other mitigating factors, such as the fact that 

surveillance technology shall not be used to harass, intimidate, or discriminate against any 
individual or group.



ASIR: Detailed Guidance on Section 5 – Fiscal Cost
5. Fiscal Cost

• Provide information as relevant on the following categories:
• Initial purchase or one-time setup cost
• Projected ongoing costs
• Projected personnel costs
• Source of funding
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Appendix C: Board Contracts

Detailed Guidance, Considerations, and Text
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Board Contracts: Detailed Guidance on Signatures (Wet and Electronic)
Wet Signatures*

• When an agreement/contract is entered into, it requires wet signatures. 
• Wet signatures are required for:

1. Signatures by any member of the Board of Supervisors: Provide hardcopies to the Board President and Clerk of 
the Board to execute.

2. Agreements / Contracts: Documents that do not contain contract language which specifically states that 
DocuSign may be used.

3. Resolutions
4. Ordinances (non-Salary)

Electronic Signatures
• Electronic signatures can be used for documents which contain the following language:

“The Parties agree that electronic copy of the signed contract, or an electronically signed contract, has the 
same force and legal effect as a contract executed the original ink signature. The term “electronic copy of a 
signed contract” refers to a transmission by facsimile, electronic mail, or other electronic means of a copy of 
an original signed contract in a portable document format. The term “electronically signed contract” means 
a contract that is executed by applying an electronic signature using technology approved by both Parties.” 43

* Whether due to public health concerns or other need or preference for remote work, be sure to ask first (e.g., 
through the Procurement Department and/or the Department County Counsel representative) whether wet 
signatures are required or if an electronic signature or other option would be acceptable.



Board Contracts: Detailed Guidance on Contract 
Extensions, Example Text
Contract Execution Language

• If any party enters into an agreement with an electronic signature, the agreement must 
specify that is an acceptable form of signature.

Example Contract Execution Language (as referred to in the previous slide):
• “Contract Execution.  Unless otherwise prohibited by law or County policy, the parties agree 

that an electronic copy of a signed contract, or an electronically signed contract, has the 
same force and legal effect as a contract executed with an original ink signature.  The term 
“electronic copy of a signed contract” refers to a transmission by facsimile, electronic mail, 
or other electronic means of a copy of an original signed contract in a portable document 
format. T he term “electronically signed contract” means a contract that is executed by 
applying an electronic signature using technology approved by the County.”
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Board Contracts: Detailed Guidance on Previous Contract 
History
Previous Contract History

• While the Background section focuses on the general history of an item prior to a 
committee or the Board’s consideration, the Contract History section provides the Board 
with the specific history of how the contract or agreement terms were developed.

• This section should include brief explanations or descriptions of the following, if applicable:
• Previous contracts or agreements relating to the same or similar goods or services.
• Previous contracts or agreements with the same contractor or vendor.  Include the 

process that led to the selection of this particular vendor.
• The Request for Proposals (RFP) process or other process that led to the selection of this 

contractor or vendor for this current contract.
• Negotiations that took place regarding the current contract or agreement terms.
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Board Contracts: Detained Guidance on Hard Copies and 
Questions
Hard Copies

• Hard copies of all executed documents must be provided to the Clerk of the 
Board for processing regardless of the method of contract execution.

Questions
• Questions about contracting-related policies and processes should be 

directed to the Procurement Department’s Decentralized Contracting for 
Professional Service staff responsible for your Department or to the Office of 
Countywide Contracting Management (OCCM).
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Appendix D: Legislative Files

Detailed Guidance, Considerations, and Text
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Legislative File: LF Type, Workflow, and Approval Steps
Legislative File Type

• When submitting the Surveillance Use Policy, Anticipated Surveillance Impact Report, and contractual 
information, select the “Report” file type.  Selecting the wrong file type can result in delays when 
submitting the Legislative File for consideration by the Board of Supervisors.

Workflow
• Remember that all legislative files being submitted to the Board of Supervisors must be reviewed and 

approved by the County Executive (Dr. Jeff Smith), so include that role in the workflow.  Where 
necessary, include any Departmental approvers according to any Department policies or guidance.

Steps Following Approval Section
• This section is reserved for instructions or requests from the submitting Department to the Clerk of the 

Board regarding the processing of the agenda item.
• This section is not to be used to describe the actions that the submitting Department intends to take if 

the Board were to approve the item.  Descriptions of Department actions should be included in the 
Reasons for Recommendation section.
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Legislative File: Required Sections
Standard Legislative File Required Sections

1. Recommended Actions
2. Committee Recommendations (unless submitted to Committee for the first 

time, where applicable)
3. Fiscal Implications
4. Contract History (unless this is a new agreement or no previous contract 

existed)
5. Reasons for Recommendations
6. Child Impact
7. Senior Impact
8. Sustainability Impact
9. Background
10. Consequences of Negative Action
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Legislative File: Detailed Guidance on MinuteTraq (with reference link)
Format in MinuteTraq

• The Formal Body of legislative files must be written in Microsoft Word format for it 
to have proper formatting.  In the lower, left corner of MinuteTraq you will find a 
status bar with multiple options.  Do not use any other format to edit in the Formal 
Body except for MS Word.

• Supporting documentation, to include the SUP, ASIR, and contract (when 
applicable), may be provided as attachments, typically in Adobe PDF format.

• FYI: Remember that in addition to submitting documentation as part of the 
Legislative File, the SUP must separately be posted online by Administration / 
County Counsel at least ten (10) days prior to the target Board meeting date as 
required by the Surveillance-Technology and Community-Safety Ordinance 
(Division A40).

Reference the Legislative File Tips and Tricks for additional information.
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Appendix E: Annual Surveillance Reports

Detailed Guidance, Considerations, and Text
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ASR: Definition
As an ongoing requirement, Departments with Board approved surveillance technologies, must 
submit Annual Surveillance Reports for each technology to County Counsel / Administration by 
November 1 each year.  ASRs are reviewed by the Board No later than January 15 of each fiscal 
year, the Board shall hold a public meeting, with Annual Surveillance Reports agendized on the 
regular (non-consent) calendar

“Annual Surveillance Report" (ASR) means a written report concerning specific surveillance 
technology provided on an annual basis where the Board shall determine whether the benefits to 
the impacted County department(s) and the community of the surveillance technology [continue 
to] outweigh the costs and whether reasonable safeguards exist to address reasonable concerns 
regarding privacy, civil liberties, and civil rights impacted by deployment of the surveillance 
technology.

If the benefits or reasonably anticipated benefits do not outweigh the costs or civil liberties or 
civil rights are not reasonably safeguarded, the Board shall consider: (1)Directing that the use of 
the surveillance technology cease; (2)Requiring modification to the Surveillance Use Policy that 
are designed to address the Board’s concerns; and/or (3)Directing a report-back from the 
department regarding steps taken to address the Board’s concerns. (ASRs are typically 1-2 pages.)
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ASR: 7 Required Sections and General Drafting Guidance and Tips 
An ASR must include the following 7 sections:

1. Description of How the Technology was Used
2. Data Sharing with Outside Entities
3. Community Complaints or Concerns about the Technology
4. Audits/Policy Violations
5. Effectiveness at Achieving Identified Purpose
6. Public Records Act Requests
7. Costs Incurred from September 1, [yyyy] – August 31, [yyyy]

General ASR Drafting Guidance and Tips
• Each ASR must be consistent in all respects with their respective Surveillance Use Policies. 
• Organize the ASR by the sections listed in the Ordinance (as noted in this guidance), and 
• Do not change any formatting in the ASR template.
• A Department should submit its ASRs to County Counsel / Administration prior to November 1 

in case any edits need to be made.  FYI: ASRs generally cover the period from September 1st of 
the prior year to August 31st of the current year.

• This is an ongoing requirement that all Departments must provide on an annual basis while a 
surveillance technology is in use and a Surveillance Use Policy remains in place. 53



ASR: Detailed Guidance on Sections 1-4 – Description of Technology, 
Data Sharing (external), Complaints, Audits and Violations
1.Description of How the Technology was Used

• A description of how the surveillance technology was used, including whether it captured 
images, sound, or information regarding members of the public who are not suspected of 
engaging in unlawful conduct.

2. Data Sharing with Outside Entities
• Whether and how often data acquired through the use of the surveillance technology was 

shared with outside entities, the name of any recipient entity, the type(s) of data disclosed, 
under what legal standard(s) the information was disclosed, and the justification for the 
disclosure. 

3. Community Complaints or Concerns about the Technology
• A summary of community complaints or concerns about the surveillance technology.

4. Audits/Policy Violations
• The results of any non-privileged internal audits, any information about violations of the 

Surveillance Use Policy, and any actions taken in response
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ASR: Detailed Guidance on Sections 5-7 – Effectiveness, Public 
Records Act Requests, and Costs
5. Effectiveness at Achieving Identified Purpose

• Whether the surveillance technology has been effective at achieving its identified purpose.

6. Public Records Act Requests
• Statistics and information about public records act requests. 

7. Costs Incurred from September 1, [yyyy] – August 31, [yyyy]
• Total annual costs for the surveillance technology, including personnel and other ongoing 

costs, and what source of funding will fund the technology in the coming year.
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Email: PrivacyOffice@ceo.sccgov.org
Internal website: https://sccconnect.sharepoint.com/sites/cpo

External website for constituents: https://privacy.sccgov.org
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